Acute negative intracranial pressure effects on the auditory evoked response in rabbits.
Recent clinical experience has shown that significant neurological symptoms and deficits occur in patients who have been shunted for hydrocephalus when "overshunting" produces unusual negative intracranial pressure (ICP). Therefore, the effect of acute negative ICP .on the early auditory evoked response (AER) was studied in the normal New Zealand rabbit. ICP was reduced to -50, -100, and -150 mm H2O below base line pressure. The AER after rarefaction auditory stimulation was obtained from ongoing electroencephalographic activity at the base line ICP and at each of the three negative ICP levels. Off-line statistical evaluation of the AER showed minimal changes in the absolute and interpeak latencies of N-0 to P-5 at some negative pressures. However, no statistically significant changes were observed for any of the measures for grouped data. At the negative ICP levels studied, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pulse pressure was considerably augmented over base line measures. Such augmentation of the CSF pulse pressure may be the cause of the minimal effects observed on the AER, which may be due to a neuropraxic effect rather than ischemia from cerebral perfusion pressure changes.